
 On November 11-13th 2018, the In-Mold Decorating Association (IMDA) held its annual 
Symposium at the Ranch Bernardo Inn. As part of the Symposium this year, Distinctive 
Plastics offered an off-sight learning experience at the DPI facility. We had 5 Workshop 
Stations where we provided hands-on demonstrations about In-Mold Decoration. 

 

Station #1 demonstrated In-Mold Electronics with a molded-in connector. The process 
was tended by an Arburg Multilift robot. DPI representatives, Fred Himmelein from Hytech 
& Jeff Davison from InMold Solutions were explaining the process and answering 
questions. They also had representatives from Tapecon and Eastman Chemical to answer 
questions about the applique and plastic resin. 

   

Station #2 was demonstrating 3-D In-Mold Decoration and was tended by a Fanuc 6-axis 
robot. DPI representatives were explain the process and answering questions. 

      

Distinctive Plastics Workshops



Station #3 was demonstrating the Kurz IMD/IMR system tended by a Fanuc 6-axis 200 iD 
robot. A universal robot UR-3 Collaborative Robot (Cobot) removed the In-Mold Decorated 
part from the UV conveyor and placed it on a presentation conveyor for the guests to 
receive. DPI representatives along with Gordon and Allan from Kurtz were explaining the 
process and answering questions. 

   

Station #4 was a demonstration of Fimmtech’s Nautilus system of scientific processing 
and Design Of Experiments (DOE). Suhas from Fimmtech was demonstrating the software 
and answering questions. 

   

Station # 5 was a side-by-side comparison of the traditional 3-D IMD process and the Kurz 
IMD/IMR process. We showed a thermoform machine, a punch press and a mold for the 3-
D IMD demonstration. Then we showed a Kurz indexing machine with a mold to show how 
the Kurz IMD/IMD method works. Discussions focused on the benefits and limitations of 
each. Mainly Peter, Violeta & I hosted this display. 

   

All in all it was a really fun event. We had about 30 DPI personnel involved with the 
symposium. They all enjoyed it quite a bit. It was a very educational experience for the 
attendees, it helped promote attendance at the 2018 IMDA Symposium and it was a great 
way of showing some of DPI’s capabilities. So I think everyone benefited here. Thanks for 
everyone’s effort. 

Tim Curnutt 

For 2019, the IMDA Symposium will be held in Franklin Tennessee (near Nashville). We will 
be co-located with the SPE’s Decorating & Assembly Division. This was a really big hit last 
time with many varied subjects. For further information go to: 
www.imdassociation.com/symposium/2019-symposium 


